DLD Microfluidic Purification and Characterization of Intact and Viable
Circulating Tumor Cells in Peripheral Blood
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3.

The effective size separation of our device is
greater than 6.0µm, and therefore is inclusive
of small tumor initiating cells.

4.

GPB’s DLD-Magnetic chip combination enables
recovery and detection of viable rare cells with
approximately 4 logs of depletion
demonstrated.

5.

The chip-to-chip approach efficiently recovers
intact cells with a viability of >90% from whole
blood, and are suitable for cell culture and
downstream applications.

6.

The isolated CTC’s include the characteristic
phenotype typical of breast carcinomas
ERBB2+/CD45- cells and EpCAM+/ Cytokeratin+
as well as non prototypic phenotypes, which
demonstrates the high degree of heterogeneity
that may be missed by using defined markers
only for identification. Pooled genotypic
signatures confirm the presence of breast
tumor cells.

7.

We have developed a robust cellular liquid
biopsy inclusive of all candidate tumor cells in
their native state and demonstrated suitability
for downstream analysis.
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Figure 2. Cells (i.e. MDA-MB-231, SK-BR-3, H1650) labeled with green CMFDA (ThermoFisher) were spiked into blood and
incubated with CD45 (eBioscience) and anti-CD66b (Miltenyi) biotinylated antibodies for 10min followed by 10min
incubation with streptavidin-MNP’s (ThermoFisher). Blood is then diluted 1:1 in buffer and loaded onto the chips using a
syringe. The system is pressurized at 10psi, and run until completion. Product cells are collected and analyzed by molecular
techniques, flow, imaging or cultured in 24-well plates (Corning).
A. Flow cytometric analysis of the blood + cells before processing, after the DLD chip and after the magnetic chip.
B. Mouse splenocytes labeled with CMFDA were spiked into normal human blood, processed in the DLD chip and
analyzed by flow cytometry to verify the recovery of small cells well below the nominal threshold of most sieve based
approaches.
C. Linearity of recovery off the DLD was verified by spiking different numbers of CMFDA-labeled cells into whole blood
and measured by flow cytometry.
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D. Average cell recovery of ~95% after the DLD and magnetic chips (n=15 experiments)
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E. The isolated green-fluorescent MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured for 24h. The viability of the spiked and recovered cells
was >90% (n=3 experiments).
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In this patient, EpCAM as a positive
depletion would have yielded ~0% of the
total CD44 (PGP) very bright positive
events, and Her2/ERBB2 would only have
yielded ~50%. Aneuploidy confirmed.
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(iii) Analysis of breast tumor associated
markers shows significant heterogeneity of
clusters. This example affirms that antibody
cocktail based enrichment approaches miss
CTC.
CD105

The approach removes >99.95% of red blood
cells and >99.5% of white blood cells.
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Figure 1. A. Schematic representation of the DLD principle whereby particles of a
critical size are bumped by the posts and collected separately from the small
“non-bumped” cells. B. Microscopic view of a DLD chip array indicating the
displacement of fluorescent particles of different sizes: large (red) and small
(green). C. Set-up of the chip-to-chip configuration in our lab displaying the
processing of two different blood samples-simultaneously-with two sets of chips
arranged in parallel.

Our Chip-to-chip system effectively isolates
CTC’s from blood without centrifugation, lysis,
affinity label or the use of restrictive filtration.
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Figure 3A
(i) DLD-Magnetic chip rare cell/CTC product was evaluated by flow cytometry using a modified Milan
protocol to merge 3 “or” gates using P-Glycoprotein/CD44 bright, EpCAM/CD326 and ERBB2/CD340 to
identify where potential Breast cancer CTC might reside.

(ii) CTC (DNA+) Mapped
to Scatter and CD45
(Size), Blue = CTC
(CD326, or CD340, or
CD44 bright positive)
and evaluated for
relative DNA Content
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We have applied this approach to demonstrate ~4 log fold enrichment
of CTC’s, resulting in a hands-free “liquid biopsy” that is capable of
comprehensively isolating and purifying rare circulating tumor cells
providing complete genomic content and functionally viable cells
suitable for comprehensive downstream investigation, and potentially
therapeutic decision making processes.
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Under constant pressure, fluid flow through the DLD ensures removal
of plasma and RBC’s (and particles <6.0µm) leaving particles >6.0µm to
process through a second chip that is designed to capture magnetized
cells, such as WBC’s, allowing purification of size discriminated, non
magnetic cells in a continuous process.
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Using DLD, we have developed a polymer based chip-to-chip approach
to purify circulating tumor cells. The first microchip contains an array
of microposts arranged to specifically separate cells larger than
~6.0µm. When connected to a second magnetic-separation chip, the
system is capable of positive, or negative, approaches to affinity
capturing specific cells following the initial size based discrimination.
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Conclusions
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Microfluidic methods using deterministic lateral displacement (DLD),
provide a uniquely effective and gentle way of processing cells, an
example, presented here, being the isolation of circulating tumor cells
(CTC’s) from 1 in a billion blood cells from Breast Cancer Patients.
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Figure 3B. Isolated DLD-Magnetic cell product were attached to
microscope slides by a cytospin and then fixed, blocked (5% goat serum
2h), and stained overnight with antibodies to pan Cytokeratins, EpCaM,
ERBB2 and CD45. Secondary antibodies (Alexa 488/647) were used prior to
mounting in anti-fading medium containing DAPI before analysis.
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Analysis of DLD-Magnetic chip purified “CTC fraction” enables
a closer look at the complexity and heterogeneity of this 1 in
a 109 cell population. Enriched CTC’s reveal a complex set of
characteristics including largely differing cell size, wide
expression levels of known markers of tumor cells, including
CD44, CD105, CD326, and CD340 and their associations with
white blood cells.
Therefore, it is very unlikely that positive selection methods
will effectively capture the complexity of the CTC’s networkin its entirety-from blood.
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Figure 4. Molecular characterization of circulating tumor cells. We extracted and purified the DNA from the CTC’s
fraction after the DLD-Magnetic chip separation. The purified DNA was ligated to MIP probes to fill possible gaps,
amplified linearized and probed on the OncoScan Array (Affymetrix) containing approximately 900 genes across the
human 23 chromosomes to determine copy number variation-indicative of changes in the somatic lineage. Gains (blue)
loses (red) and loss of heterozygozity regions (orange).
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